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ABSTRACT  

The moving average method is widely used in time-series forecasting, it is one of widely known technical indicator used to predict the stock market future data in 

time series analysis. During its' development, many variation and implementation have been made by researchers. One of its' widely used variation is Exponential 

Moving Average (EMA). Basically, EMA is an improvement of Weighted Moving Average (WMA) that gives a special weighting to more recent data than the 

older data, which could not be found in Simple Moving Average (SMA) method. This paper aims to introduce comparative approach of moving average method in 

time series analysis.  
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I. Introduction 

Time-series data analysis method is becoming very important in many industries like financial industries, pharmaceuticals, social media companies, web 

service providers, research, and many more. Some of them are using Simple Moving Average (SMA), Exponential Moving Average (EMA), Weighted 

Moving Average (WMA) etc[1-3]. Some others are using soft computing methods such as neural network, fuzzy interface system [4-8] to predict their 

future values of a given time series data set. Some other even combine and develop hybrid forecasting methods, such as nero-fuzzy, wavelet-neural 

networks and fuzzy-wavelet method[9-11]. 

In this study the comparative analysis of the moving average methods is discussed by comparing their performance.     

II. Moving Average Methods 

A. Simple Moving Average (SMA) A Simple Moving Average (SMA) is a common average of the previous n data points in time series data. 

Each point in the time series data is equally weighted, so there are no weighting factors applied to any of the data points. A simple moving 

average computes the mean of the past N data points and takes this value as the predicted N+1 value [12]. 

        (1) 

 

Where PM, PM-(n-1) and n are immediate data points that occur before the present, to predict the present data point, the size of SMA is n. The SMA is our 

predicted value. The precision of the model will vary significantly with the choice of n. Higher n would mean that we are willing to go deeper into the 

past to compute the present value. 

      (2) 

 

B. Weighted Moving Average (WMA) A Weighted Moving Average (WMA) is an improvement form of SMA. It gives a greater weight to more 

recent data than the older ones. The weighting factors are calculated from the sum of days used in time series data, also known as the ‘sum of 

digits ’[13]. 

    (3) 

 

C. Exponential Moving Average (EMA) An Exponential Moving Average (EMA) is a type of WMA which assigns a weighting factor to each 

value in the data series according to its age. Like WMA, in EMA the most recent data gets the greatest weight and each data value gets a 
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smaller weight as we go back chronologically. But unlike WMA, in EMA the weighting for each older data point decreases exponentially, so 

its’ never reaching zero [14]. The EMA for a time series can be calculated recursively as  

    (4) 

 

 

where St is the value at time period , Yt is the value of at time period , and represents the degree of weighting decrease, a constant smoothing factor 

between 0 and 1. Commonly, is calculated using the formula 

          (5) 

D. Weighted Exponential Moving Average (WEMA) A new approach is introduced by combining the calculation of weighting factors for WMA 

and EMA. We will call this approach as Weighted Exponential Moving Average (WEMA) for easiness. First, we will use the WMA formula 

to get the new predicted value for a point in time series data using the ‘sum of digits’ weighting factor. Then, the new value will not be used 

as the forecasting result value, but as a base value to calculate with EMA weighting factors [15]. Here is the algorithm’s procedure 

1. Calculate the base value, ,Ht using equation (3), for a given time series data and periods.  

2. Using the base value obtained, calculate the forecasting value using formula 

     (6) 

where Yt is the value at time period , Ht is the base value for a time period , and represents the degree of weighting decrease as in equation (5). 3. Back 

to step (1) until each data point in the time periods given ended. The main difference in this approach than EMA approach is that in EMA only the most 

recent data and one last ordered data will be used in the calculation; while in this new approach not only one last ordered data will be used, but some 

older data values in a given time periods will be considered. 

E. Mean Square Error (MSE) Mean Square Error (MSE) denotes the average of the square of error sum between the forecasted data and the 

actual data. The formula can be written as follows, 

      (7) 

 

where n denotes the number of data, and et denotes the forecasting error from Xt - Ẍt . Here, Xt is the actual data and Ẍt is the forecasted data [16]. 

F. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) value gives us an indication about how much the average 

of absolute error of the forecasted data compare to the actual data, and denotes by the formula,  

    (8) 

 

where n denotes the numbers of data, and et denotes the forecasting error from Xt - Ẍt . The actual data is denoted by Xt , while Ẍt is the forecasted data. 

III. Moving Average in a Pandas Data Frame 

In Python, calculate the moving average using .rolling() method. This method provides rolling windows over the data, and we can use the mean function 

over these windows to calculate moving averages. The size of the window is passed as a parameter in the function .rolling(window). 

Step 1: Importing Libraries 

# importing Libraries 

# importing pandas as pd 

import pandas as pd 

# importing numpy as np 

# for Mathematical calculations 

import numpy as np 

# importing pyplot from matplotlib as plt 

# for plotting graphs 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
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plt.style.use('default') 

%matplotlib inline 

Step 2: Importing Data 

# importing time-series data 

reliance = pd.read_csv('RELIANCE.NS.csv', index_col='Date', parse_dates=True) 

# Printing dataFrame 

reliance.head() 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 dataframe output 

Step 3: Calculating Simple Moving Average 

To calculate SMA in Python we will use Pandas dataframe.rolling() function that helps us to make calculations on a rolling window. On the rolling 

window, we will use .mean() function to calculate the mean of each window. 

Syntax: DataFrame.rolling(window, min_periods=None, center=False, win_type=None, on=None, axis=0).mean() 

# updating our dataFrame to have only one column 'Close' as rest all columns are of no use for us at  

# the moment using .to_frame() to convert pandas series into dataframe.  

reliance = reliance['Close'].to_frame() 

# calculating simple moving average using .rolling(window).mean() , with window size = 30 

reliance['SMA30'] = reliance['Close'].rolling(30).mean() 

# removing all the NULL values using dropna() method 

reliance.dropna(inplace=True) 

# printing Dataframe 

Reliance 
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Fig 2. Moving average calculation 

IV. Result and Discussion 

The statistics and chart indicates Simple Moving Average just calculates the average value by performing a mean operation on given data but it changes 

from interval to interval. But whereas in Exponential Moving Average also uses Simple Mean Average in calculating its average but gives more weightage 

to the newly added value as the latest value has more weightage. Fig 3 shows the simple moving average  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Simple moving average 
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Fig 4. Exponential moving average 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Cumulative moving average 

EMA values is little smoothened when compared to Original Stock values indicates the nature of Exponential Moving Averages. 

 

# import necessary packages 

import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

# create a dataframe 

stockValues = pd.DataFrame( 

 {'Stock_Values': [60, 102, 103, 104, 101,105, 102, 103, 103, 102]}) 

 

# finding EMA 

# use any constant value that results in 

# good smoothened curve 

ema = stockValues.ewm(com=0.4).mean() 

 

# Comparison plot between stock values & EMA 
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plt.plot(stockValues, label="Stock Values") 

plt.plot(ema, label="EMA Values") 

plt.xlabel("Days") 

plt.ylabel("Price") 

plt.legend() 

plt.show() 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Comparative plot between stock values and EMA 

V. Conclusion 

In this study the experimental work is carried out on the SMA and EMA. The comparative analysis is represented using cumulative moving average. It 

is observed that EMA is best moving average method as compared to SMA for the presented financial time series data. To support the performance of 

this moving average the stochastic regression method is used to observe the good quality approach.   
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